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Abstract: Apnoea, a major sleep disorder, has affected many adults and caused several issues, such as fatigue, high
blood pressure, liver conditions, increased risk of type II diabetes and heart problems. Therefore, advanced
monitoring and diagnosing tools of apnoea disorders are needed to facilitate better treatments, with advantages such
as accuracy, comfort of use, cost effectiveness and embedded computation capabilities to recognise, store, process
and transmit time series data. In this work we present an adaptation of our Acousto-Pi open-source Surface Acoustic
Wave (SAW) platform (Apnoea-Pi), to monitor and recognise apnoea in patients. The platform is based on thin film
SAW, using bimorph ZnO and aluminium structures, including those fabricated in Al foils or plates, to achieve for
breath tracking based on the humidity and temperature changes. We applied open-source electronics and provided
embedded computing characteristics for signal processing, data recognition, storage, and transmission of breath
signals. We show that thin film SAW devices out-perform standard and off-the-shelf capacitive electronic sensors
regarding to their responses and accuracy for human breath tracking purposes. This in combination with embedded
electronics makes a suitable platform for human breath monitoring and sleep disorder recognition.

Keywords: Surface acoustic waves, sleep disorder, apnoea, open-source electronics, pattern
recognition, piezoelectric thin film.
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An open-source system for sleep disorder monitoring
embedded platform using SAW sensors
proof-of-concept breath tracking system.

1. Introduction

Sleep disorders are frequently observed in adults, having a profound impact on the health and
quality of life for patients. There are six major sleep disorders: insomnia, circadian rhythm disorders,
sleep-disordered breathing, hypersomnia/narcolepsy, parasomnias, and restless legs

syndrome/periodic limb movement disorder. Among those, apnoea sleep-disordered breathing is
considered a serious medical condition due to the risk of sudden death and the reduction of life
expectancy [1].
Sleep apnoea is a primary sleep disorder consisting in abnormal breathing pauses during sleep.
There are three categories of sleep apnoea: obstructive sleep apnoea, central sleep apnoea, and
complex sleep apnoea [2]. Obstructive sleep apnoea stops breathing for at least ten seconds, collapsing
the upper respiratory system. For the central apnoea, on the contrary, the interruption of airflow
happens when there is not an effort to breathe, commonly due to brain miscommunication with the
muscles that control the breathing. Some patients have a combination of all the above apnoea, resulting
in a complex sleep apnoea [2] In such cases, monitoring and diagnostic is challenging due to the
irregular pattern, demanding advanced solutions for their diagnostic and monitoring. For this, fast
response and precision sensors are needed in combination with embedded electronics for data
acquisition, storage, and transmission.
Polysomnography (PSG) is considered the gold standard method for the diagnosis of sleep
disorders [3]. It is a comprehensive technique where multiple sensors are attached to the patient. They
monitor brain waves, blood oxygenation, heart rate, eye, and limb movements throughout the sleep
study. This typically results in an extensive setup where the patient has to wear multiple sensors and
monitored overnight, typically in a healthcare clinical facility [3]. Hence, such multiparametric sleep
monitoring has several disadvantages including discomfort to the individuals, increased cost and being
unsuitable for home settings. Complementary technologies are being implemented such as wearable
sensors [3], [4], or sensors for breath pattern monitoring during sleep [5], [6]. New non-obtrusive
technologies are being developed to improve patient comfort and facilitate home uses, including the
uses of cameras for video-based photoplethysmography and near-infrared temperature measurements
[7], [8]. Despite being useful, these techniques are based on indirect observations and do not provide
direct information for gas flow associated with breathing patterns.
SAW devices have been used for respiratory monitoring applications, demonstrating fast
response and good sensitivity [9], [10], including devices fabricated using a thin film piezoelectric
approach [11]. Recently we developed a platform that combines SAWs with open-source electronics
using Raspberry Pi hardware [13], with the potential to be used for sleep disorder diagnostics and
monitoring [14]. The platform includes thermal and standard imaging that could integrate video-based
photoplethysmography and near infrared monitoring. Moreover, the embedded system can be used for
online or offline pattern recognition and analysis using time series [15], [16] identification and
machine learning methods [17], [18]. For the thin film SAW devices we use, changes in both the
relative humidity (RH) levels and temperature will cause the shifts of frequency signals as results of
changes in acoustic velocity, which can be used to detect breathing. This is s combined effect of mass
loading, surface sheet conductivity and elasticity changes [12].
In this paper, we investigate the ability of the SAW-Raspberry Pi platform to track and analyse
breathing and the potential to detect breathing disorders. We aim to understand SAW-based breath
tracking capability, and the combination of SAW temperature/humidity sensing with embedded
electronics, as shown in Figure 1. Currently, as a proof-of-concept setup, we simply use the SAWRaspberry Pi platform to interface with a vector network analyser (VNA), record the frequency
spectrum and automatically track its changes. We have plans to substitute the VNA with reflectometer
circuitry and radio frequency (RF) couplers to decrease the cost of the sensor. The platform offers the
advantages of simplicity and potential low-cost without compromising on performance.

Figure 1 Proposed Apnoea-Pi Platform

2. Design methodology

2.1 Hardware description

Firstly, we explain the details for the electronic platform developed, its experimental data
collections and analysis. The system is based on Raspberry Pi, Model 4, as an open-source embedded
electronic processor. A similar system can also be implemented using another embedded platform, but
our platform is more independent, relatively low cost, versatile, with good performance and opensource nature. We provide the setup with a combined humidity and temperature sensor (Adafuit
DHT22), with capacitive humidity reading and thermistor temperature sensing functions. The
humidity sensor chosen is a popular model with a compromise between cost and performance. It is
easily integrated with the Raspberry Pi and can work in wide temperature and humidity ranges. The
sensor is connected to the GPIO pins as shown in Figure 2. Changes in the resonant frequencies are
monitored using a vector network analyser (Keysight FieldFox Network Analyzer), connected with
USB ports. The embedded controller records such changes for time series representation, tracking the
peak automatically. It should be noted that since SAW microfluidics are not required, the devices don’t
require radio frequency (RF) power inputs and can be supplied with the vector analyser, simplifying
the setup.

Figure 2. Electronic schematic showing Raspberry Pi General Purpose Input Output (GPIO)
connections to SAW devices

2.2 Software description

Here we detail the development of the graphical user interface (GUI), implemented with Python due
to the acceptance and scalability of the platform. The DHT22 sensor is connected to the Raspberry Pi
and the network analyser for referencing with ambient environments, frequency measurement and drift
compensation. We use the Python module Kivy [19] employed to develop a user-friendly environment
at both visualisation and ergonomic levels. Using this setup, we can present the actual frequency
spectrum of the SAW device and its fundamental resonant frequency along with any drifts in real time.
This will be particularly useful to monitor, track and balance the frequency shift due to temperature
changes. The interface also represents readings of humidity and temperature in different plots. Data
are recorded in the embedded system, using Python algorithms to perform pattern identification. For
instance, with off-shelf Python libraries on machine learning, it is possible to match the recorded real
time data with the apnoea records, which can allow to identify the type of apnoea that the patient
suffers along with its severity.

Figure 3 GUI to monitor breathing patterns using SAW and humidity sensors

3. SAW device fabrication

The concept presented in this paper is suitable for SAW device regardless of its fabrication and
composition. We employ thin film SAW devices with bimorph Al/ZnO structure due to their potential
to fabricate flexible SAW [20], [21]. Such SAW devices made with Al foil can be further made to be
flexible and mounted on the upper lip of the patient, fitting comfortably, and allowing adequate SAW
sensing during sleep. The device can also be attached on the upper lip just below the nose in a breathing
mask [22] with wireless connections to the embedded controller unit, as shown in Figure 1. Further
advantages of thin film SAWs include industrial scalability and ultra-low-cost fabrication potential. In
addition, thin film SAWs have shown to be good humidity sensors for human breathing monitoring
applications [9], [23]
Piezoelectric ZnO thin films were deposited on Al plate (1.6 mm thickness). Magnetron sputter
in a direct current (DC) mode, was employed for thin film depositions using Ar/O2 flow ration of 10/15
sccm and 99.99% pure Zn target. Direct current power was set to be 400 W, with a gas pressure of 4
× 10-4 mbar. A rotating sample holder was used during the deposition to realise the uniformity of the
piezoelectric thin films. The deposition rate was 5.6 nm/min. IDT electrode structures were made with
standard lift-off photolithography. The IDTs were metallised with sputtering Al target, achieving a
thickness of 200 nm. The electrode design followed a standard finger pitching set at 200 μm, with an
aperture of 5 mm and using 50 finger pairs. Resonance was measuredat ~14.3 MHz (which is
corresponds to the Rayleigh wave mode).
Reflection and transmission signals were measured using the network analyser (Keysight
Fieldfox vector network analyser, N9913A) for the characterisation of the fabricated devices. Figure
4 illustrates the SAW platform, with the deposited ZnO film on aluminium plate SAW device in a 3D
printed device test holder. We used a DHT22 combined humidity and temperature sensor, which was
placed near the sensing zone at the SAW device. Electrode connections were made with spring loaded

pins.

Figure 4 3D printed Testbed rig for testing humidity and temperature

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Frequency responses to humidity and temperature

In this section we report the SAW frequency changes with humidity and temperature variations
in the context of human exhaling patterns. Figure 5 is an example of the recorded signal of one
prolonged exhale onto a SAW device and the commercial sensor DHT22. This example is typical of
what will happen when a patient is asked to take a deep breath, then exhales towards both the SAW
device and the DHT22 sensor. The thin film SAW device shows a rapid change in frequency, taking
1.4 seconds to shift 50 KHz and taking 11 seconds to return back to the fundamental frequency of
14.276 MHz. The signals from the DHT22 take much longer time to respond to the same breath level.
The relative humidity peaks at 77%, an increase of 25%, and the signal from the DHT22 takes ~7
seconds to respond to the exhale. The DHT22 also takes a siginficantly longer time (35 seconds) to
return back to the relative humidity of the environment.

Figure 5 (a) A singular breath, the effect of humidity on frequency (b) 5 exhale breaths of
approximate same duration and strength (c) 10 exhales (d) temperature over test duration

The following test consists of 10 breaths. Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(c) show breaths with the
signals of humidity and temperature recorded over several minutes. Humidity would have large
changes for each breath, with an increase of 10 to 20% relative humidity as shown in Figure 6(a).
Temperature shown in Figure 5(d) on the other hand would have a minimal change during breath
cycles, rather than gradually changing over the duration of the tests. Longer duration of breaths has
affected the temperature by up to +2 ⁰C.
There are two possible factors that could affect the temperature readings near the SAW device.
One is the continuous breathing of the patient undertest, as the temperature inside a typical healthy
human body is 37 °C. The temperature of an exhaled breath is around 34 °C [24]. The temperature of
the SAW device was around 21 °C. The other alternative is due to environmental temperature changes.
This group of results were recorded at room temperature on a warm summer day (25⁰C). Figure 5 (d)
clearly shows a steady rise in temperature over the duration of the test. This appears to be unaffected
by the breathing on the device. There are no noticeable spikes when exhaling and no drops are
observed when breathing is stopped. Therefore, this increase in temperature is likely caused by the

environment changes due to the warming effect in the room.
In these initial tests, the device was held below the subject’s nose perpendicular to the flow
direction. Ideally the device should be mounted parallel to the flow directly below the nose. These
tests show slower deeper breaths. When exhaling longer or harder, a greater amount of air and water
vapour are expelled from the participant. These moisture or tiny droplets are deposited on the surface
of the SAW device and take some time to clear, giving the signal a much longer recovery time to return
to the fundamental frequency.
It is clear from these results that the SAW device responds quicker to humidity change in
comparison to the standard sensor of DHT22. It is possible when breathing longer or stronger to cause
the DHT22 sensor to saturate, whilst the SAW device shows a larger shift in frequency and thus has
much higher sensitivity. Results show that SAW devices are a much better choice in breath monitoring
in the open-source electronic domain.
The commercial DHT22 is useful for referencing and data logging environmental changes
surrounding the test. However due to its very slow response, it is unsuitable for rapid changes caused
by breathing. The sensor took average 7 seconds to return back to the original relative humidity. Whilst
there may be a small temperature change on the surface of the SAW device, the commercial sensor is
unable to detect any changes in air surrounding the device. We only observe in one test that the
recorded signal changes as a result of deep breathing closer to the sensor. In comparison the SAW
device can react 3 to 4 seconds quicker to the fluctuations in humidity, making this a much more
suitable solution for monitoring breathing.

4.2 Simultaneously monitoring humidity and temperature

In order to observe the effect of humidity, hot air flow from a hair dryer was applied to the
surface in order to reduce any moisture on the device. Figure 6 shows the frequency shift, temperature,
and humidity from the DHT22 sensor. Using the previous method with temperature coefficient of
frequency (TCF) calculation [25], the large temperature fluctuations can be removed. It is worthwhile
highlighting that we can do all these calculation steps in real time at the embedded processor. As
temperature causes the device to expand, the speed of the waves is decreased, and the fundamental
frequency of the device is decreased. Reducing humidity, on the other hand, increases the frequency
by enhancing the wave propagation with less water mass loading effect on the device’s surface. After
the filtering, the resultant signals clearly show the increases of the frequency.

Figure 6 Effects of hot air to the frequency shifts of the SAW device

Figure 7 shows frequency and humidity extracted from the deep breathing and heating results.
Above 50% relative humidity the data were recorded from the deep breathing, and this half of the data
show a trend of rapid increases in frequency shift as the humidity approaches 80%. This trend is similar
to what have been reported in literature [26], [27], [28]. As these data were acquired in the field during
breath tests, there are other factors affecting the frequency shift such as temperature. Temperature
shows a much stronger influence in the hot air tests (all results below 45% relative humidity) as the
humidity which lowers the change in frequency appears to increase. Calculations to filter the effects
of temperature were performed.

Figure 7 Combined heating and breathing tests to calculate humidity effect on frequency

4.4 Temperature compensation

We obtain the actual frequency shift caused by humidity using the TCF of the device which is
measured to be -277.2 ppm. This enables the frequency changes from temperature to be calculated and
deducted from the original signal data. This can also be applied in real time to the monitoring system.

Figure 8 Frequency, temperature and TCF (a) 5 breaths test (b) 10 breahts test

Figure 8 shows the frequency, temperature, and the estimated temperature compensated
frequency as the test is underway the recorded temperature gradually increases by approximately 0.5
degrees over 5 minutes. Using the calculated TCF for the device it is possibly to use this to compensate
for the effects of temperature on the frequency shift reducing the chance of false peaks being detected.

4.5 Continuous breath detection and monitoring of apnoea cases

In breath tracking, real time breathing identification is of utmost importance. Figure 9 shows
the points that are detected in real time. The breaths per minute (bpm) rate is calculated based on the
time recorded between peaks and averages out over 1 minute. A simple breath detection method can
be used to check the falling edge of each breath running live as the breathing is happening. The time
until the next breath is recorded and the estimated breaths per minute are calculated, and this reading
is then averaged out as there are variations between breaths withing one minute.

Figure 9 Continuous normal breathing and calculated breaths per minute

Figure 10. Demonstration of a breathing disorder and calculated bpm

Figure 10 represents a breathing disorder such as apnoea. As shown in Figure 10, the breathing
is not normal with period of 30 to 50 seconds where no breathing has occurred. This is the raw
frequency data captured from the SAW device. The sleeping disorder is visually identified when the
user has stopped breathing and when they resume. The detection algorithm also shows that the breaths
per minute momentarily drops below the average human breathing rate or completely to zero. This
could be linked to a carer monitoring a person’s health getting alerts when the breathing is beyond the
user’s normal range. There is the potential for machine learning methods to be implemented and learn
the normal behaviour of a patient, further increasing the accuracy and aid in detecting when the patient
might require medical attention.

4. Conclusions

In this work we explain Apnoea-Pi, an open-source system for sleep disorder monitoring and
identification using SAW sensors. The platform is adequate for all embedded computational platforms
and SAW sensors. We show all the different aspects that the method needs to realise for sleep disorder
tracking with proof-of-concept data. The technique is suitable for a wide range of SAW devices,
including flexible substrates. The concept provides embedded computing capabilities for data storage,
signal processing, and transmission. We show that the SAW humidity sensor interfaced by the

embedded system is faster than standard capacitive electronic sensors. In future work we will
implement machine learning protocols using open-source libraries. The idea is to complement SAW
sensing with pattern identification and recognition capabilities, especially over long time series
recording.
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